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ERGONOMIC

ERGONOMIC

EU states that health and safety risks occurring from
manual handling must be avoided. If this is not possible, effective measures must be implemented to
eliminate or reduce risks.

assessment. This will help to identify possible health
and safety issues that when addressed will prevent
or minimise physical stress at work. The purpose
is to create a well-arranged and flexible workplace
with a practical organisation of the work.

In order to gain an overview of the working environment it is a good idea to conduct a workplace

A: In total
C: Hearing disability
E: Other pains

Factors like work position and form, distance and
working height have to be considered

B: Pains on the apparatus,
D: Mental strain
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The graph shows registered work-related pains.

A: Close to body
B: Load c. 30 cm from body
C: Arms 3/4 outstretched, load 45 cm from body

A

B

C

50 kg

2005
2004
2003
2002

The workplace has to be organised with the focus on
ergonomics

When organising workplaces which do not involve a great deal of
physical work, it is advantageous for the user to use the equipment
in standing and sitting positions.
Another factor to take into consideration is the distance between the
body and the object being lifted; this should be as short as possible during the whole lifting operation (from the point of gripping to
the point of releasing). At the same time the working height should
be adjustable so that a correct working posture can be achieved,
e.g. the load must be kept close to the body between midthigh and
elbows to avoid twisting or bending of the spine.
Other factors like illumination, noise level, air, ventilation, temperature, humidity and good psychological working conditions will determine and promote health and well-being of the employees.

30 kg
Incorrect working position.

Ideal working position.

15 kg
11 kg
7 kg
3 kg

Flexible organisation of the work.

Correct equipment moves strain from red to yellow and
yellow to green.

How do I use myself best?

Where the muscles are concerned, a distinction is made between
static and dynamic work.

Static work

Optimum arrangement in the workplace
Logitrans puts ergonomics in focus

With static work, the muscles are under constant strain and become
tired quickly. Over longer periods, such strains often lead to disorders in both muscles and sinews. Static work is performed with the
body in a fixed position, e.g. with bent back, lifted shoulders or arms.

Robust equipment - high efficiency

A well-organised workplace is designed to suit the
work and the user and provide employees with the
right equipment for their specific tasks. Proper work
arrangement and equipment together with training
and clear instructions on the correct and safe use
of a product ensures that all employees will perform
their physical tasks in a correct way.

Logitrans offers a wide range of equipment, ensuring good and ergonomic working conditions,
when transporting and handling different goods on
pallets or in boxes, reels, drums, etc. At the same
time good and flexible working conditions will help to
increase efficiency in the workplace.

Dynamic work

With dynamic work, the muscles are alternately stretched and relaxed; the joints move the whole time. This helps blood circulation,
and the work can therefore be performed for longer periods without
tiring, provided that it is done at the right pace.
The highlifter is one of the unique ergonomic Logitrans
products.

Optimum position of the joints

When considering the joints, these should always be allowed to work
in and around their natural resting position. This helps to minimise
the load on the cartilage in the joints and helps to prevent osteoarthritis.

We also offer tailor-made solutions. Please ask for further
information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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CUSTOM-BUILT PRODUCTS

CUSTOM-BUILT PRODUCTS

Custom-built products

Technical Specifications

Greater flexibility - in cooperation with the customer
we solve the handling needs of the customer. Our
development department are experts in adjusting
our standard products to the specific needs of the
customers.

Through cooperation between the customer and our development department,
the handling situation of the customer
is solved with focus on ergonomics and
safety. Only the laws of nature and the
safety reasons define the limits!

We can offer a range of different materials, fork sizes
and various lifting heights. Optional extras are also
available. Technical specifications and functions can
be changed in order to adjust the application options
of the products.

The same rules and norms are valid for
custom-built products as for standard
products. For a period of 10 years
Logitrans supports the custom-built
product as regards construction, spare
parts and product service.

Our Custom-built products are developed based on
our very flexible standard range of products without
compromising safety.

Logiflex with sideways movable
carriage with moveable slide.
The spool is to be placed on
spear at the customer.

Panther Maxi with pulling knob,
which can be used for pulling
trailers or small trolleys.

Logiflex with fixed drum fork
carriage for the carrying of
heavy reels with large diameters.

Logiflex with specially made
drum turner for drums.

Fully powered Logiflex, remotely
controlled from central computer,
being used to deliver empty
pallets to a production line.

Straddle Logiflex with special
gripping arms for foam blocks.

Logiflex with very short forks
being used for the handling of
wire frames.

Straddle Logiflex with special
gripping arms for light materials.

Logiflex revolving a dustbin
(drum turner principle).

Logiflex with three extra long
forks for the handling of long
and heavy products.

Logitrans’ range of products can
be delivered in all RAL-colours.

Logiflex with side-tilting forks
and spear to carry and turn
wire box.

After receiving an enquiry with the
description of the application situation,
Logitrans makes an offer. When
receiving the order and if required,
Logitrans works out a sketch which has
to be approved before manufacturing.

Logiflex with ramp, being used to carry trolleys in and out
of trains.

Logiflex with side-tilting forks being used when lifting and
emptying components on a production line.

Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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Custom-built solutions
Through close cooperation between the customer and
Logitrans, the handling situation of the customer is solved
with focus on ergonomics and safety.

Only the laws of nature and the safety reasons define
the limits!

Logitrans offers a range of different materials, fork sizes and various lifting heights. Optional extras are also
available. Technical specifications and functions can
be changed in order to adjust the application options of

the products. Our Custom-built products are developed
based on our very flexible standard range of products
without compromising safety.

Special reel clamp for very smooth
and 200 kg heavy reels of antimagnetic folio for electronic parts.
P08025

The stacker is used to lift special
containers in and out of machines,
producing complicated parts of
Titan. The lifting aggregates are
made of stainless steel.
P05836-2

Stainless stacker with drum turner
for lifting and emptying drums.
P06634

SELFS with Rotator for the handling of Vemag-containers. Used at
a marzipan factory in Denmark.
P06692

SELF Maxi with special drum lifter.
One of the handle grips of
the drum is used to fix the drum.
P07267-2

SEHSS is part of a line that
handles second hand clothes.
The clothes are checked for
damages, and put into big white
bags.
03174FC4

A Norwegian manufacturer of prepared foods for catering centres
and groceries uses the fully powered Logiflex with Rotator, when
handling vegetables, cream etc.

Logiflex straddle stacker with
Rotator for the handling of small
railway trolleys when carrying
through service and repair.
P06348-2

Logiflex ELF with Rotator used at
the Swedish postal services for
emptying letter containers into
sorting machines.
P06473

A special low construction makes
it possible to place a Panther Maxi
AC in a transport box under the
lorry during transport. This gives
room for two more pallets in the
lorry.
P04354

A SELF with Rotator is used in a
supermarket early in the morning
to transport ice to the fish department.
P05707-2

Stacker with Rotator with stainless
plating. When transporting stainless containers, they are not damaged and no particles of paint will
get in touch with the containers.
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TWIN STACKER

TWIN STACKER

Twin Stacker - transporting and
lifting two pallets at the same time

Technical Specifications
Capacity
l In total 1800 kg
l On the lowest forks: Up to 1800 kg
l On the upper forks: Up to 800 kg

Use the space better and save money! The Twin
Stacker can transport and stack two pallets at the
same time and can operate in very confined areas,
e.g. in lorries and shopping and storage areas.
The Twin Stacker has small dimensions, very low
own weight and is very manoeuvrable!

Perfect in confined areas
l Length behind the forks: only 655 mm
l Tight turning angle of 210º
l Can operate in narrow aisles

A unique patented system ”locks” mast and
propulsion unit when lifting more than 900 mm.
The stacker is fully stable and safe, also when lifting.
The Twin Stacker is very manoeuvrable also on
uneven floors.

High performance with AC technology
l Very manoeuvrable on uneven floors
l Unique patented system ensures
stability when lifting more than 900 mm
l Easy maintenance and setting of e.g.
driving speed and acceleration
l Long operation time per charge
l Motor brake - optimum safety

Twin Stacker has an elegant design with rounded
corners and makes no damage to surroundings,
pallets and goods. The design puts focus on the
safety and ergonomic working conditions of the
user. As an example the ergonomically correct
handle ensures the user a relaxed hold.

The low overall height gives
optimum view conditions.

New and unique patented system
ensures stability and safety
when lifting.

Product (measured in mm)

High free height makes it easy
to cross edges and operate on
uneven floors.

TS 1801

Capacity (kg) upper forks

Q1

800

Capacity (kg) lowest forks

Q

1800 - Q1

Lifting height upper forks

h3

1770

Fork length

l

1150

Overall height (lowest forks lowered/raised)

h1

1355/1475

Overall width

b1

620

Fork span

b5

560

Fork width

e

163

Length without forks

l2

655

Overall length

l1

1805

Overall height
Lowered height, forks
Lifting height lowest forks

h4

2185

h13

85/90 (lowest forks/upper forks)

h5

200

Wheelbase

y

1460

Load centre

c

l/2

Turning angle of the wheels

210°

Gangway

Ast

Run-in length
Turning radius

2335*

lx

1126

Wa

1635

Driving motor

24V 1,2 kW speed control electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

Below 730/850** mm lift: 5/6 km/h, over 730/850** mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor upper forks

Low own weight means better utilisation of the capacity of
the lorry tail-gate.

24V 1,2 kW

Lifting speed with/without load upper forks

70/120 mm/s

Lowering speed with/without load upper forks

120/70 mm/s

Pump motor lowest forks

24V 1,2 kW

Lifting speed with/without load lowest forks

35/50 mm/s

Lowering speed with/without load lowest forks

115/40 mm/s

Weight in kg without battery

465

* Tests show that 1850 mm are enough.
** lowest forks lowered/raised



































By utilising the space better in the lorries, the number of
transport tours can be reduced.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX LF MINI / ELF

LOGIFLEX LF MINI / ELF

Logiflex - flexible handling of goods

Technical Specifications

High flexibility and efficiency - with only one truck,
goods can be transported, lifted and handled in
many different ways.

Optimum safety for the user through
l central location of all control buttons
on the handle
l transparent and impact-resistant
safety screen on the mast
l location of parking brake

The design puts focus on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user - Logiflex can be
adjusted to the individual user, and the ergonomic
correct handle ensures the user a relaxed hold.

D

Ergonomic handle ensures
the user a relaxed hold.
The handle can be marked with
the name/department.

Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance
costs.

Optimum utilisation of the space - Logiflex has a
compact construction and is very manoeuvrable.

High manoeuvrability: Short
overall length, large turning
angle, assisted steering and
low own weight.

Adjustable forks are standard
for LF Mini and several ELF
models.

Available with manual and electric lifting.
Product (measured in mm)

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Capacity in kg
Lifting height

h3

Fork length

LF MINI

LF MINI

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

ELF

1000

1000

1000

1000

1200

1200

1200

1200

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000*

1650

920

1650

920

1200

1400

1600

1910

2050

2450

2850

3300

1730

1930

2240

920

l

1067, 1150

1067, 1150

600**, 800**, 1150, 1520***

Overall height

h1

1330

Chassis span

b

460,540,660

Overall width

b1

680

Width between legs

b4

236, 316, 436

236, 316, 436

Fork span

b5

Wrap-over forks: 350-560

Wrap-over forks: 350-560

l2

415

Length without forks
Overall length with 1150 forks
Overall height
Lowered height

1330

1530

1730

1930

460, 540, 660

932
316,436
560, 680
590

l1

1675

1685

1860

1870

1800

1330

2025

Without telescopic mast

2025

Without telescopic mast

85 (fork span 560)
145 (fork span 350-555)

85 (fork span 560)
145 (fork span 350-555)

1810

c

l/2

l/2

e

163

163

lx

1100 with 1150 mm forks

1100 with 1150 mm forks

Ast

Free lift

h2

2190****
330

Lowering speed with/without load
Weight in kg (without battery)
*
**
***
****

3740

190

180°

180°

normal/quick: 8/26 mm per pump

With/without load: 0,05/0,07 m/s

Pump motor
Lifting speed

3290

2290****
330

Turning angle of the wheels

2890

90

Load centre

Gangway (pallet: 1200 x 800)

2490

85

Fork width
Run-in length

1530

680

h4
h13

2240
540, 660

1,1 kW 12 V
max. 0,05 m/s / max. 0,07 m/s
219

0,12 m/s / 0,04 m/s

254

238

284

230

241

0,12 m/s / 0,06 m/s
247

260

270

315

323

337

390

Load reduction at large lifting height.
Maximum lifting height 1600 mm with 600 mm forks, maximum lifting height 2450 mm with 800 mm forks.
Reduced capacity 750 kg. Not available for 1200 kg models.
Tests show that 1700 mm are enough.

l

c
e

h₁ h₄

b₅ b

b₁

b₄

h₃ h₂
E

h₁₃

lₓ

l₁

l₂

Available with side-tilting forks and/or optional extras, e.g.
drum turner, crane arm, spear, remote control, level control.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
b₄ = 315
b= b₅ - 20 = 540
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LOGIFLEX LFS MINI / ELFS

LOGIFLEX LFS MINI / ELFS

Logiflex with straddle legs
- optimum handling of goods

Technical Specifications
Straddle legs make it possible to
handle many different pallet types.

High flexibility and efficiency - Logiflex with straddle
legs transports, lifts and handles goods on all types
of pallets - also closed pallets. Large range of
optional extras ensures optimum flexibility.

Optimum safety for the user through
l central location of all control buttons
on the handle
l transparent and impact-resistant
safety screen on the mast
l location of parking brake

The design puts focus on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user - Logiflex can be
adjusted to the individual user, and the ergonomic
correct handle ensures the user a relaxed hold.

Available with side-tilting forks
and/or optional extras, e.g.
drum turner, remote control,
level control, crane arm.

Adjustable forks are available
in many different lengths and
types.

Ergonomic handle ensures the
user a relaxed hold.
The handle can be marked with
the name/department.

Available with manual and electric lifting.
Product (measured in mm)

No damage to surroundings, pallets and goods.
Logiflex has an elegant design with rounded corners.

Capacity in kg

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Fork length

Lifting height forks:
wrap-over/chisel

h3
l

LFS MINI

LFS MINI

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

ELFS

1000

1000

1000

1000

1200*

1200*

1200*

1200*

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

890/870

1620/1600

890/870

1620/1600

870

1150

1350

1550

600, 800, 1067, 1150, 1520**

Overall height

h1

1330

Overall width

b1

166 + b4

Fork span min./max.

b5

Wrap-over: 350/800,
chisel: 230/680

Length without forks

l2
l1

Overall length with 1150 forks
Overall height
Lowered height, forks
Load centre
Width between legs:

h4
h13

Wrap-over: 350 / 800,
chisel: 230 / 680

Without
telescopic
mast

2025

Without
telescopic
mast

2025

Without telescopic mast

Chisel: 40, wrap-over: 65

1930

Chisel: 40, wrap-over: 65

2490

Chisel: 40

2890

3290

3740

Chisel: 40, wrap-over: 65
l/2

850-942, 942-1124, 1124-1306,
1240-1422***

850-942, 942-1124,
1124-1306,1240-1422***

850-942, 942-1124

850-942, 942-1124,
1124-1306,1240-1422***

Chisel: 100, wrap-over: 163

Chisel: 100

Chisel: 100, wrap-over: 163

1080 with 1150 and 1067 forks

2190 (pallet: 1200 x 800)****

h2

2240

1865

l/2

2290 (pallet: 1200 x 800)****

330

Turning angle of wheels

330

190

180°

180°

Normal/quick: 8/26 mm per pump

With/without load: 0,05/0,07 m/s

Pump motor

*
**
***
****

1067, 1150, 1520**

1730

590

Chisel: 100, wrap-over: 163

Weight in kg without battery

1530

Wrap-over: 350 / 800, chisel: 230 / 680

1855

1080 with 1150 and 1067 forks

Lowering speed with/without load

2240

Chisel: 230 / 680

1865

e

Lifting speed

1930

1855

lx
Ast

800, 1067, 1150, 1520**

1730

1695

Fork width

Free lift

1530

166 + b4

Run-in length
Gangway

1067, 1200

1330

415
1685

c
b4

600, 800, 1067,
1150, 1520**

1880/1860 2020/2000 2420/2400 2820/2800 3270/3250

1,1 kW 12 V
max. 0,05 m/s / max. 0,07 m/s
285

320

0,12 m/s / 0,04 m/s
282

317

282

301

0,12 m/s / 0,06 m/s
307

311

319

362

369

378

427

1200 kg models are only available with chisel forks.
Reduced capacity 750 kg.
Width between straddle legs of more than 1306 mm: Max. capacity 800 kg. Fork length of 1520 mm is not recommended.
Tests show that 1700 mm is enough - depends on width between straddle legs.

Strong construction ensures a long operating life and low
maintenance costs.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX SELF MAXI

LOGIFLEX SELF MAXI

Fully powered Logiflex Maxi
- makes work go smoothly

Technical Specifications
The fully powered Logiflex Maxi has
optimum driving qualities and
manoeuvrability even in the most
confined areas.

High flexibility and efficiency - the fully powered
Logiflex Maxi can transport, handle and lift different
goods.

High performance with AC technology
l Easy setting of e.g. driving speed,
acceleration and deceleration
l Long operating time per charge

The design puts focus on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user - Logiflex Maxi can be
adjusted to the individual user, and the ergonomic
correct handle ensures the user a relaxed hold.

Possible to operate with the
handle upright. Central location
of all control buttons.

Adjustable forks are available as
optional extra in many different
lengths and types.

Available with Rotator and/or
optional extras, e.g. crane arm,
drum turner, remote control, level
control, built-in charger.

Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance costs.

No damage to surroundings, pallets and goods.
Logiflex Maxi has an elegant design with rounded
corners.

Product (measured in mm)

SELF MAXI

SELF MAXI

SELF MAXI

SELF MAXI

Capacity in kg

1000 / 1200

1000 / 1200

1000 / 1200

1000 / 1200

1000

1000

1000*

1000

1000*

1000*

920

1200

1400

1600

1910

2050

2450

2450

2850

3300

1730

1730

1930

2240

Lifting height with wrap-over forks
Fork length

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

h3
l

600**, 800**, 1150, 1520***

Overall height

h1

1320

Chassis span

b

460, 540, 660

Overall width

b1

Width between legs

b4

236, 316, 436

Fork span

b5

480****, 560, 680

Length without forks
Overall length with 1150 forks
Overall height
Lowered height, forks

1530

1730

1930
635

890
316, 436
560, 680

l2

605

l1

1755

h4

Without telescopic mast

1765
2490

h13
c

l/2
163

lx

2890

3740

454

468

2200 - tests show that 1700 mm are enough

h2

190
210°

Motor

1,2 kW 24 V speed control electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

Below 500 mm lift: 5/6 km/h, over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor

1,2 kW 24 V

Lifting speed with/without load

Cap. 1000 kg: 0,07/0,12 m/s, cap. 1200 kg: 0,04/0,07 m/s

Lowering speed with/without load
Weight in kg (no battery): Cap. 1000/1200 kg

3290

1040 with 1150 forks

Ast

Turning angle of the wheels

*
**
***
****

2890

90

e

Free lift

1530
540, 660

Fork width
Gangway (w/pallet: 1200 x 800)

H

2240

Load centre
Run-in length

F

SELF MAXI SELF MAXI SELF MAXI SELF MAXI SELF MAXI SELF MAXI

0,12/0,07 m/s
351

370

0,12/0,08 m/s

376

380

388

431

438

445

Load reduction at large lifting height.
Maximum lifting height 1600 mm with 600 mm forks, maximum lifting height 2450 mm with 800 mm forks.
Reduced capacity 750 kg. Not available for 1200 kg models.
Only for 1000 kg models.

l

c

h₁ h₄
h₃
E

b₅ b

e

b₄

b₁

h₂

h₁₃

lₓ

l₁

l₂

Optimum safety through transparent and impact-resistant
safety screen and reduced driving speed in raised position.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
b₄ = 315
b= b₅ - 20 = 540
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LOGIFLEX SELFS MAXI

LOGIFLEX SELFS MAXI

Fully powered straddle
Logiflex Maxi - makes work easy

Technical Specifications
Straddle legs make it possible to handle
many different pallet types.

High flexibility and efficiency - a fully powered
straddle Logiflex Maxi can transport, lift and handle
different goods. All types of pallets - also closed
pallets - can be handled.

High performance with AC technology
l Easy setting of e.g. driving speed,
acceleration and deceleration
l Long operating time per charge

Large range of optional extras ensures an optimum
flexibility.

Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance
costs.

The design puts focus on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user - Logiflex Maxi can be
adjusted to the individual user, and the ergonomic
correct handle ensures the user a relaxed hold.

Product (measured in mm)
Capacity in kg
Lifting height forks: Wrap-over/chisel
Fork length

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

h3

Available with Rotator and/or
optional extras, e.g. drum turner,
remote control, level control,
built-in charger.

Possible to operate with the
handle upright. Central location
of all control buttons.

SELFS MAXI

SELFS MAXI

SELFS MAXI

SELFS MAXI

1000 / 1200*

1000 / 1200*

1000 / 1200*

1000 / 1200*

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

890 / 870

1170 / 1150

1370 / 1350

1570 / 1550

1880 / 1860

2020 / 2000

2420 / 2400

2820 / 2800

3270 / 3250

1320

1530

1730

1730

1930

2240

3290

3740

l

SELFS MAXI SELFS MAXI SELFS MAXI SELFS MAXI SELFS MAXI

600**, 800**, 1067, 1150, 1520***

Overall height

h1

Overall width

b1

166 + b4

Fork span min./max.

b5

Wrap-over: 350 / 800, bar: 230 / 680, chisel: 230 / 680

Length without forks

l2

Overall length by 1150 forks

l1

1855

h4

Without telescopic mast

Overall height
Lowered height, forks
Load centre

Adjustable forks are available in
many different lengths and types.

1930

2240

1530

703
1865

h13

2490

2890

Chisel: 40, bar: 65, wrap-over: 65

c

l/2

b4

850 - 942, 942 - 1124, 1124 - 1306, 1240-1422**** / 850 - 942, 942 - 1124

Fork width

e

Chisel: 100, bar: 100, wrap-over: 163

Run-in length

lx

Width between legs: Cap. 1000/1200 kg

Gangway (pallet: 1200 x 800)
Free lift

967 by 1150 and 1067 fork length

Ast

2200 - tests show that 1700 mm are enough - depends on width between straddle legs

h2

190

Turning angle of the wheels

210°

Driving motor

1,2 kW 24 V speed control electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

Below 500 mm lift: 5/6 km/h, over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor

1,2 kW 24 V

Lifting speed with/without load

Cap. 1000 kg: 0,07/0,12 m/s, cap. 1200 kg: 0,04/0,07 m/s

Lowering speed with/without load
Weight in kg (no battery)

0,12 / 0,07 m/s
411

430

0,12 / 0,08 m/s

436

440

448

491

498

507

521

* 1200kg models are only available with chisel forks - fork length options: 1067 and 1200mm.
** Maximum lifting height 1570 mm by 600 mm fork length, maximum lifting height 2420 by 800 mm fork length.
*** Reduced capacity 750 kg.
**** Width between straddle legs of more than 1306 mm:
Max. capacity 800 kg.
Fork length of 1520 mm is not recommended.

h4

h1

e

l

c

b5 b 5 b 4

b1

h3
h2
lx

l2

l1
h13

Optimum safety through transparent and impact-resistant
safety screen and reduced driving speed in raised position.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX SELF MINI / SELFS MINI

LOGIFLEX SELF MINI / SELFS MINI

Fully powered Logiflex Mini
– light, flexible and safe!

Technical Specifications
Logiflex Mini gives the user
l easy setting of e.g. driving speed and
acceleration
l compact construction
– perfect in confined areas
l easy service
– easy access to batteries
l low overall height – optimum view
l long operation time per charge
l possibility to operate with the handle
upright

Logiflex Mini is a light and manoeuvrable fully
powered stacker – your best choice for the light
handling in minor storage and shopping areas.
The design puts focus on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. Logiflex Mini can be
adjusted to the individual user, and the ergonomic
correct handle ensures the user a relaxed hold. The
low overall height gives optimum view conditions.

Product (measured in mm)

No damage to surroundings, pallets and goods
– Logiflex has an elegant design with rounded
corners.

Capacity in kg
Lifting height with wrap-over forks
Fork length

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

h3

Adjustable carriage is standard.

h1

Overall width

b1

Fork span

b5

Available with optional extras,
e.g. crane arm, drum turner,
boom, remote control and level
control.

SELF MINI

SELF MINI

SELFS MINI

1000

1000

1000

1000

920

1650

890

1620

1350

1320

l

Overall height

Hour counter, battery indicator
and error finding in the same
instrument.
Motor brake.

1067, 1150

SELFS MINI

600/800/1067/1150/1520*

1320

1350

635, 710

166+ b4

Wrap-over: 350-560

Wrap-over: 350-800, chisel: 270-680, bar: 230-680

Length without forks

l2

620

630

620

630

Overall length with 1150 forks

l1

1825

1835

1825

1835

h4

1320

2025

1320

1995

Overall height
Lowered height, forks
Load centre
Width between legs
Fork width
Run-in length
Gangway (w/pallet: 1200 x 800)
Free lift

90 (fork span 560)
150 (fork span 350-555)

h13

Wrap-over: 65, chisel: 45, bar: 65

c

l/2

b4

850-942, 942-1124, 1124-1306, 1240-1422**

e

163

lx

1100 with 1150 mm forks

Ast

1080 with 1150 mm forks

2200 - tests show that 1700 mm are enough - depends on b4

h2

330

330

Turning angle of the wheels

210°

Motor

0,7 kW 24 V speed control electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

Below 500 mm lift: 5,2/5,5 km/h, over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor

1,2 kW 24 V

Lifting speed with/without load

0,07/0,12 m/s

Lowering speed with/without load
Weight in kg (without battery)
*
**

0,12/0,07 m/s
308

363

348

403

Reduced capacity 750 kg.
Width between straddle legs of more than 1306 mm: Max. capacity 800 kg. Fork length of 1520 mm is not recommended.

e

b1

b5

l1

h4

l

c

e

h1

b1

b5 b4

h3
h2

For intensive use, we recommend SELF Maxi or
SELFS Maxi.

l2

lx

h13

l1

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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ROTATOR

The Rotator with adjustable box holders is a unique
and flexible solution for companies, requiring handling of boxes with different widths.

l

h3

The Rotator with non-adjustable box holders is the
solution, if handling of different box widths is not
required.

c

h13

lx

h13

lx

c

h1
l2
l2

e

On the Rotator with multi-purpose carriage it is
possible to fix and rotate different items, such as
tools. This model can be adapted to the requirements of the individual customer.

b1

l

b

h3

c

h13

lx

l2

h13

lx

l2

b4 b b5

e

b1

b4 b b5

e

b1

l1

l1

l1
l1

280

Product (measured in mm)
Capacity in kg
Lifting height
Fork length

585
330

282

615

1210

Multi-purpose carriage

564,5

The two models with box holders can tilt crates and
boxes so that the user can reach the contents
without stretching, bending and straining the back.

h1

b1

l1
560

c

l

b5

b1

b b5

l

h3

h3

e
b b5

h1

565
565
330
330

565
565

h3

330

h1
l

330

The Rotator is available in three unique models
– all three with focus on safety!

Rotator with straddle legs and non-adjustable box holders
ELFSR & SELFSR:
625-870625-870
390-630390-630

Rotator with non-adjustable box holders
ELFR & SELFR:

625-870625-870
390-630390-630

Rotator
- optimises the working conditions

h3

ELFR , SELFR /
ELFSR, SELFSR

ELFR , SELFR /
ELFSR, SELFSR

ELFR , SELFR /
ELFSR, SELFSR

ELFR , SELFR /
ELFSR, SELFSR

ELFR , SELFR /
ELFSR, SELFSR

1000*

1000 *

1000*

1000*

1000*

920

1200

1400

1600

1910

1930

2240

l

1250

Overall height

h1

Overall width

b1

932, 890 (ELFR & SELFR: distance between steering wheels 860 mm) / 166 + b4

Width between legs

b4

314, 434 / 850-942, 942-1124,1124-1306, 1240-1422**

Fork span

b5

560, 680

l2

590, 605 / 590, 703

Length without forks
Overall length with 1250 forks
Lowered height, forks
Load centre

1330

1530

l1
h13

1730

2000, 1955 / 2000, 1955
85, 90 / 85, 90

90

c

l/2

Fork width

e

163

Run-in length

lx

1040

Gangway (pallet: 1200 x 800)

Ast

2290***, 2200*** / 2290***, 2200***

Turning angle of wheels

180° , 210°/ 180° , 210°

Motor

SELFR & SELFSR: 1,2 kW 24 V speed control electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

SELFR & SELFSR: Below 500 mm lift: 5/6 km/h, over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor

1,1 kW 12 V / 1,2 kW 24 V

Lifting speed with/without load

ELFR & ELFSR: 0,05/0,07 m/s, SELFR & SELFSR: 0,07/0,12 m/s,

Lowering speed with/without load

ELFR & ELFSR: 0,12 m/s / 0,04 m/s, SELFR & SELFSR: 0,12 m/s / 0,07 m/s

Max. torque

700 Nm

Tilt function

355° (with one adjustable stop in every side) (Standard: 45° to every side)

Tilt area

Forks: 400 - 900 (h3). Multi-purpose carriage: 680 - 1180 from floor to rotation centre

Tilt time (0-180°)

Minimum 30 sec. (adjustable)

Electric motor for tilt function

ELFR & ELFSR:12 V 24 A, SELFR & SELFSR: 24 V, 12 A

Motor specifications

0,2 kW, 3000 r/m Permanent magnet motor, IP 44, class F. Gear 1:228

Operation

not continuously (S2=10 min.)

Weight in kg (without battery)
Box holder with/without clamps
(optional extras)

372, 501 / 432, 561
b

391, 520 / 451, 580

397, 526 / 457, 586

401, 530 / 461, 590

409, 538 / 469, 598

For box widths of 800, 850 or 1000 mm by a fork span of 560 mm.
For box widths of 1000, 1050 or 1200 mm by a fork span of 680 mm.
Special arrangements for a maximum box width of 1400 mm are possible.
Box holders with clamps can hold boxes of heights between 380 and 870 mm, when tilted.

*

Maximum 1000 kg when the load centre is maximum 80 mm from the rotation centre.
The load capacity that can be tilted is reduced, the larger the distance is between load centre of the load and rotation centre.
** Width between straddle legs of more than 1306 mm: Max. capacity 800 kg.
*** Tests show that 1700 mm is enough (on straddle model it depends on width between the straddle legs).
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ROTATOR

Rotator with adjustable box holders
ELFRA & SELFRA:

Rotator with straddle legs and adjustable box holders
ELFSRA & SELFSRA:

Technical Specifications
Advantages of the three Rotator models:
Easy to set degree of tilt and rotation
speed
l Precise and controlled acceleration/
deceleration on rotation at start/stop
l Simple construction
- easy to exchange wearing parts
l Tilting function is deactivated
automatically, when rotating to neutral
position.

h1

c

l

c

635-875

h1

l

570
470
227

635-875

227

570
470

l

h3
h3

h13

b b5

lx

l2

h13

b4 b b5 e

b1

e

Capacity in kg
h3

ELFRA , SELFRA /
ELFSRA, SELFSRA

ELFRA , SELFRA /
ELFSRA, SELFSRA

ELFRA , SELFRA /
ELFSRA, SELFSRA

ELFRA , SELFRA /
ELFSRA, SELFSRA

ELFRA , SELFRA /
ELFSRA, SELFSRA

1000*

1000 *

1000*

1000*

1000*

920

1200

1400

1600

1910

1930

2240

l

Overall height

h1
b1

932, 890 (ELFRA & SELFRA: distance between steering wheels 860 mm) / 166 + b4

Width between legs

b4

314, 434 / 850-942, 942-1124,1124-1306, 1240-1422**

Fork span

b5

560, 680

Length without forks

l2

590, 605 / 590, 703

Overall length with 1250 forks

l1

2000, 1955 / 2000, 1955

Lowered height, forks

h13

1330

1530

1730

85, 90 / 85, 90

Rotator with adjustable box holders can easily be adjusted
to boxes with widths from 800 mm to 1200 mm.
90

c

l/2

Fork width

e

163

Run-in length

lx

1040

Gangway (pallet: 1200 x 800)

Ast

Adjustable box holders:
Depending on the stability and
type of the box, side support
plates can be chosen as
optional extra.

Rotator with adjustable box
holders with clamps and two
sets of side support plates.

Remote control for rotation (with
cable as standard/wireless as
optional extra). Also available
for the lifting/lowering function.

Easy to set degree of tilt and
rotation speed.

With Rotator Reel Clamp heavy
reels can be transported, lifted
and rotated 90° to each side.

The Rotator is here used in the
component industry.

Optimum working conditions:
The user can reach the contents
without stretching and straining
the back.

The Rotator is here used in the
food industry.

2290***, 2200*** / 2290***, 2200***

Turning angle of wheels

180° , 210°/ 180° , 210°

Motor

SELFRA & SELFSRA: 1,2 kW 24 V speed control electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

SELFRA & SELFSRA: Below 500 mm lift: 5/6 km/h, over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor

1,1 kW 12 V / 1,2 kW 24 V

Lifting speed with/without load

ELFRA & ELFSRA: 0,05/0,07 m/s, SELFRA & SELFSRA: 0,07/0,12 m/s,

Lowering speed with/without load

ELFRA & ELFSRA: 0,12 m/s / 0,04 m/s, SELFRA & SELFSRA: 0,12 m/s / 0,07 m/s

Max. torque

700 Nm

Tilt function

355° (with one adjustable stop in every side) (Standard: 45° to every side)

Tilt area

Forks: 400 - 900 (h3)

Tilt time (0-180°)

Minimum 30 sec. (adjustable)

Electric motor for tilt function

Multi-purpose carriage, which can be adjusted to fit specific
customer items, e.g. tools.

ELFRA & ELFSRA:12 V 24 A, SELFRA & SELFSRA: 24 V, 12 A

Motor specifications

0,2 kW, 3000 r/m Permanent magnet motor, IP 44, class F. Gear 1:228

Operation

not continuously (S2=10 min.)

Weight in kg (without battery)
Adjustable box holders with/without clamps
(optional extra)

Adjustable box holders: The
width is adjusted by a handle, so
that the width fits the requested
box width (between 800 mm and
1200 mm).

1250

Overall width

Load centre

The Rotator can turn a box 180º
to empty it fully, when equipped
with box holders with clamps.

l1

Product (measured in mm)

Fork length

Box holders with or without
clamps (optional extras) can be
fitted. Clamps are recommended when tilting more than 60°.

Box holders with clamps are recommended when tilting more than 60°.

b1

l1

Lifting height

l2

lx

Non-adjustable box holders: Depending on the height/weight of
the load, one or two sets of box
holders (with/without clamps)
can be fitted (optional extras).

372, 501 / 432, 561
b

391, 520 / 451, 580

397, 526 / 457, 586

401, 530 / 461, 590

409, 538 / 469, 598

The box holders can be adjusted for box widths from 800 to 1200mm
Box holders with clamps can hold boxes of heights between 635 and 875 mm, when tilted

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com

*

Maximum 1000 kg when the load centre is maximum 80 mm from the rotation centre.
The load capacity that can be tilted is reduced, the larger the distance is between load centre of the load and rotation centre.
** Width between straddle legs of more than 1306 mm: Max. capacity 800 kg.
*** Tests show that 1700 mm is enough (on straddle model it depends on width between the straddle legs).
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REEL ROTATOR

REEL ROTATOR

Reel Rotator
– handling of heavy reels

Technical Specifications
Available in four models and can handle

When transporting, lifting and rotating heavy reels,
the Reel Rotator is the perfect choice! It is compact,
very manoeuvrable and ensures the user ergonomically correct working conditions.

l
l

Vertical reels placed on floor or pallet
Horizontal and vertical reels that are
clear off the floor

On trucks with manual rotation, the tilt
degree can be set for every 90° (with
a locking system). Trucks with electric
rotation have programmable tilt degree.

The reels are fixed with gripping arms, having
rubber-covered gripping pads to achieve the largest
friction and to ensure a gentle grip. The Reel
Rotator manages soft as well as smooth and hard
reels.

Product (measured in mm)
Capacity in kg

High focus on safety! None of the models can open
the gripping arms by mistake, and the reels can
only be released, when placed on floor or pallet. On
models with electric rotation, it is only possible to
rotate at lifting heights above 825 mm, so that the
gripping arms cannot touch floor or legs.

Opening the gripping arms by
mistake is not possible. Clear
indication whether the clamping
force is sufficient for lifting/
rotating.

All models are available with
straddle legs.

LFRRM 1001

ELFRRM 1001

ELFRRE 1001

SELFRRE MAXI 1002

500

500

500

500

Reel diameter

120 - 1270 (two-points clamping: 120 - 1270, three-points clamping: 800 - 1270)

Opening gripping arms
h3

Overall height

h1

Overall width

b1

1750
1925

1930
1130

Overall width gripping arms min.

b1-1

1150

Overall width gripping arms max.

b1-2

1445

Overall length

The Reel Rotator is available in four unique models,
with manual or electric rotation, reel fastening/
releasing and lifting.

max. 1300

Lifting height

Width between legs
Lowered height

b4

285

l1

1620

1730

1730

h13

1795

225

Rotation height
Gangway

The electric trucks have remote
control for reel fastening/
releasing.

min. 825
Ast

2200 - tests show that 1700
mm are enough

2290 - tests show that 1700 mm are enough

Turning angle of the wheels

210°

Driving motor

1,2 kW 24 V speed control
electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

Below 500mm lift: 5/6 km/h,
over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor
Lifting speed with / without load
Lowering speed with / without load

1,1 kW 12 V

1,1 kW 12 V

1,2 kW 24 V

Normal / quick: 8/26 mm per pump

0,05 / 0,07 m/s

0,05 / 0,07 m/s

0,07 / 0,12 m/s

Max. 0,05 m/s / Max. 0,07 m/s

0,12 / 0,04 m/s

0,12 / 0,04 m/s

0,12 / 0,07 m/s

380

410

410

480

Weight in kg (no battery)

l1

Can be adjusted for two-points or three-points clamping:

b4
h1

b1-2

b1-1
h3 / h13

Two-points clamping

Three-points clamping

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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REEL ROTATOR
WITH STRADDLE LEGS

REEL ROTATOR
WITH STRADDLE LEGS

Reel Rotator with straddle legs
– handling of heavy reels from all
pallet types

Technical Specifications
Available in four models and can handle
l

When heavy reels, e.g. placed on closed pallets,
are to be transported, lifted and rotated, the Reel
Rotator with straddle legs is the perfect choice!
It can grip and place reels, which are located on all
types of pallets. It is compact, very manoeuvrable
and ensures the user ergonomically correct working
conditions.

l

Vertical reels placed on floor or pallet
(no matter which pallet type)
Horizontal and vertical reels that are
clear off the floor

On trucks with manual rotation, the tilt
degree can be set for every 90° (with
a locking system). Trucks with electric
rotation have programmable tilt degree.

The reels are fixed with gripping arms, having
rubber-covered gripping pads to achieve the largest
friction and to ensure a gentle grip. The Reel Rotator
manages soft as well as smooth and hard reels.

Product (measured in mm)
Capacity in kg

Opening the gripping arms by
mistake is not possible. Clear
indication whether the clamping
force is sufficient for lifting/
rotating.

All models are available without
straddle legs.

LFSRRM 1001

ELFSRRM 1001

ELFSRRE 1001

SELFSRRE MAXI 1002

500

500

500

500

Reel diameter

120 - 1270 (two-points clamping: 120 - 1270, three-points clamping: 800 - 1270)

Opening gripping arms

High focus on safety! None of the models can open
the gripping arms by mistake, and the reels can
only be released, when placed on floor or pallet. On
models with electric rotation, it is only possible to
rotate at lifting heights above 750 mm, so that the
gripping arms cannot touch floor or legs.

max. 1300

Lifting height

h3

Overall height

h1

Overall width

b1

1750
1925

1930
166 + b4 (min. 1130 mm)

Overall width gripping arms min.

b1-1

1150

Overall width gripping arms max.

b1-2

1445

Width between legs
Overall length
Lowered height

b4

850 - 942, 942 - 1124, 1124 - 1306, 1240 - 1422

l1

1585

1705

h13

The Reel Rotator with straddle legs is available in
four unique models, with manual or electric rotation,
reel fastening/releasing and lifting.

1760

225

Rotation height
Gangway

The electric trucks have remote
control for reel fastening/
releasing.

min. 750
Ast

2200 - tests show that 1700
mm are enough

2290 - tests show that 1700 mm are enough

Turning angle of the wheels

210°

Driving motor

1,2 kW 24 V speed control
electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

Below 500mm lift: 5/6 km/h,
over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor
Lifting speed with/without load

1,1 kW 12 V

1,1 kW 12 V

1,2 kW 24 V

Normal/quick: 8/26 mm per pump

0,05 / 0,07 m/s

0,05 / 0,07 m/s

0,07/0,12 m/s

Max. 0,05 m/s / Max. 0,07 m/s

0,12 / 0,04 m/s

0,12 / 0,04 m/s

0,12/0,07 m/s

400

430

430

480

Lowering speed with/without load
Weight in kg (no battery)

l1

Can be adjusted for two-points or three-points clamping:

h1
b1

b1-1

b4 b1-2

h3 / h13

Two-points clamping

Three-points clamping

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGITRANS REEL LIFTER

LOGITRANS REEL LIFTER

Reel Lifter – positions reels gently
and easily

Technical Specifications
Effortless and gentle positioning of
reels in e.g. a production machine.

When different reels, e.g. foil reels, paper reels, or
cylinders, are to be placed in packing, printing or
production machines, the Reel Lifter is the perfect
choice. The space is often limited around or under
the machine, and the reels are often placed inside
the machine, where the manoeuverability is limited.

The axle, fixing the reel in the
production machine, is also used during
the transport on the Reel Lifter. Thus,
the reel can easily be positioned in the
correct place in the machine.

Flexible locking system easily
sets the Reel Lifter forks to
different reel sizes.

With the flexible locking system, the
Reel Lifter forks can easily be set to
different reel sizes.

The Reel Lifter is compact and very manoeuverable,
and it can thus position the reel in the correct place
in the machine, without lifting by the operator. The
Reel Lifter is the perfect partner to the Reel Rotator,
which can take a reel from e.g. a pallet, rotate it and
place it onto the Reel Lifter. The Reel Lifter
transports the reel to the machine.

Special flow valve ensures a
controlled lowering and a gentle
positioning of the reel.

Product (measured in mm)

RL500

Capacity in kg

500

Reel diameter

Special flow valve controls the lowering
function and ensures a gentle
positioning of the reel.

Rdia

max. 1270

Reel width

max. 520

Lifting height

h3

800

Overall height

h4

1170

Lowered height
Lifted height

Strong construction and low
maintenance costs.

The narrow and short Reel Lifter
legs make it possible to take
the reel the last steps into the
machine.

h13

250

h13+ h3

1050

Leg height

h

85

Fork span

b5

100-520

Overall width

b1

720

Width between legs

b4

550

Fork width

e

15

Fork length

l

650

Run-in length

lx

750

Overall length

l1

1125

Ground clearance

m2

29

Turning angle

200°

Fork wheel

Ø80x60

Steering wheel

Ø200x50

Weight in kg

92

Compact, very manoeuverable and ensuring the operator
ergonomically correct working conditions.

l1

l

Rdia

l

Rdia

100°

l1

100°

b5

b4

b1

b5

e
h4

b4
e

h4
h3

h3

100°

100°
lx

m2

h

m2
h13

lx

h
h13

Reel Lifter is a unique partner to Reel Rotator.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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b1

MULTI DRUM TURNER
SELFMDT & SELFSMDT

MULTI DRUM TURNER
SELFMDT & SELFSMDT

Multi drum turner on fully powered
Logiflex – flexible drum handling!

Technical Specifications
Electric propulsion, electric rotation and
electric opening/closing of the gripping
arms

High flexibility and efficiency - the Multi drum turner
can handle many kinds of drums in the horizontal or
vertical position, and of different materials and
dimensions: Steel, plastic, small, low, high, square,
round drums – no problem!

l

l

Rotation and opening/closing of the gripping arms
is electric. Propulsion as well as lifting and lowering
is electric on the Multi drum turner fitted on the fully
powered Logiflex.

Handles steel and plastic drums from
Ø300 to Ø600
Straddle model increases the stability
when handling the largest drums

Product (measured in mm)
Capacity in kg

The Multi drum turner has a set of flexible, specially
designed grippers, which can be adjusted
according to drum type/diameter. The grippers can,
without tools, easily be adjusted to fit large and small
drums.

Steel, plastic, small, low, high,
square, round drums – no
problem!

Flexible, specially designed
gripping arms can be adjusted
to various drum types.

SELFMDT

SELFMDT

SELFSMDT

SELFSMDT

350

350

350

350

Drum diameter

Ø300 to Ø600

Lifting height

h3

1800

2100

Rotation function

Focus on safety – the drums are fixed by flexible
grippers, locking plate and top lock.

Remote control for rotation,
lifting/lowering and clamping.

1800

2100

360°

Overall height

h1

Overall width

b1

360°

1930

2240

1930

2240

1000

166 + b4

Overall width arms min.

b1-1

775

775

Overall width arms max.

b1-2

1350

1350

Length without carriage

l2

605

605

Overall length

l1

1830

1830

Lowered height

h13

Width between legs

400

b4

Run-in length

400

316

316

lx

850 - 942, 942 - 1124, 1124 - 1306, 1240-1422

1100

Turning angle of the wheels

1100

210°

210°

Driving motor

1,2 kW 24 V speed control electronically variable

Driving speed with/without load

Below 500 mm lift: 5/6 km/h, over 500 mm lift: 3/4 km/h

Pump motor

1,2 kW 24 V

Lifting speed with/without load

0,07/0,12 m/s

Lowering speed with/without load

0,12 / 0,07 m/s

Weight in kg (no battery)

500

SELFMDT
SELFSMDT

h1

SELFSMDT

h1

b1

h3 / h13

l2

l2

508

548

l1

SELFMDT

h1

b1-1

b1-2
b1-1 b4

b1-2

b1

b1-1

h3 / h13

b1-2

SELFMDT
SELFSMDT
l2

h1

lx

b1-1

b1

b1-2

b1-1

b4

h3 / h13

l2

b1-1

b1-1

b4

h3 / h13
l1

b4

lx

lx

l1

l1

b1

540

lx

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX DRUM TURNER

LOGIFLEX DRUM TURNER

Drum turner
- optimum drum handling

Technical Specifications
The drum turner can handle standard
steel and plastic drums.

High flexibility and efficiency - the drum turner
handles drums in the horizontal or vertical position,
and of different materials and dimensions.

The drum turner has a capacity of
250 kg. The turning angle of 360º
makes it possible to empty a drum.

The drum turner with the quick shift system can
readily be fitted on all Logiflex models with adjustable
carriage.

The drum turner is available in a manual
or electric rotation model. The electric
drum turner has an electronic controller,
ensuring
l speed and acceleration control
l delicate operation
l protection of gearbox
l long operating life

A wide range of optional extras ensures an optimum
utilisation of the Logiflex - the same Logiflex can be
fitted with e.g. spear, platform, crane arm and forks.
High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Quick shift makes it easy to
replace the drum turner by other
optional extras or forks.

The turning function of the electric model is operated by a
remote control.

Using a Logiflex without straddle
legs, the drum has to be placed
on a pallet or other suitable
stand above floor level.

A
A

The gearing of the manual gear is 1:80.
The distance from the floor to the drum
turner is 260 mm in lowered position.

B

A: Drum turner for standard steel drums
(DS/EN 210).

B: Drum turner for standard plastic drums
(DS/EN 12707).

Logitrans offers a wide range of optional extras, e.g. spear,
platform, reel rotator and crane arm.

Manual drum turner is available for all Logiflex models.
Electric drum turner is only available for the electric models.

Standard steel drum (DS/EN 210).

Standard plastic drum (DS/EN 12707).

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX CRANE ARM

LOGIFLEX CRANE ARM

Crane arm
- lifting and carrying with a hook

Technical Specifications
The Logitrans crane arm is designed
to handle machine tools, moulds and
components.

High flexibility and efficiency - the crane arm makes
it easy to lift and carry heavy objects, such as
machine tools, plastics moulds and components.

The crane arm has a chain with a hook.
The crane arm has a quick shift system,
and can be quickly and easily fitted on
all Logiflex models with adjustable
carriage.

The crane arm with quick shift system can readily
be fitted on all Logiflex models with an adjustable
carriage. Furthermore the crane arm can easily be
exchanged with one of the many Logitrans fork
options and optional extras.

Quick shift makes it easy to
replace the crane arm by other
optional extras or forks.

The lifting/lowering function of
the electric Logiflex models can
be operated by remote control
(optional extra).

Logitrans offers a wide range
of optional extras, e.g. spear,
platform, reel rotator and drum
turner.

The chain is adjustable, and can
easily and quickly be adjusted.

Available for all Logiflex models
with adjustable carriage.

Metallic reels are lifted into a
punching machine.

The length of the chain is adjustable,
and can be easily and quickly adjusted
without using any tools.

A wide range of optional extras ensures an optimum
utilisation of the Logiflex - the same Logiflex can
be fitted with spear, platform, drum turner and reel
rotator.

The maximum capacity is 500 kg.
Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance
costs.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

The crane arm in the component industry.

The crane arm in a company, manufacturing train components.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX PLATFORM

LOGIFLEX PLATFORM

Platform
- carrying different goods

Technical Specifications
The platform also lifts and carries nonpalletised goods
l equipment with wheels
l small trolleys
l high pressure cleaners
l vacuum cleaners

High flexibility and efficiency - the platform makes it
easy to lift and carry goods, such as equipment with
wheels or small trolleys. The platform can also be
used for pallet handling.

Facts about the platform
l max. capacity of 1000 kg, when the
load is distributed evenly
l width 1092 mm
l length 990 mm or 1220 mm

The platform with quick shift system can readily
be fitted on all Logiflex models with straddle legs.
Furthermore the platform can easily be exchanged
with one of the various Logitrans fork options and
optional extras.

Quick shift system makes it
easy to replace the platform with
other optional extras or forks.

The platform being used carrying a vacuum cleaner.

Logitrans offers a wide range of
optional extras, e.g. crane arm,
spear, reel rotator and drum
turner.

The platform has quick shift system and
can easily and quickly be fitted on all
Logiflex models with straddle legs.

A wide range of optional extras ensures an optimum
utilisation of the Logiflex - the same Logiflex can be
fitted with spear, crane arm, drum turner and reel
rotator.

Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance
costs.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Product (measured in mm)
Platform can be fitted on

LFS, ELFS, SELFS

Capacity

Max. capacity 1000 kg (when the load is distributed evenly)

Width of platform

b

1092

Length of platform

l

990, 1220

The platform being used carrying a high pressure cleaner.

The sloping edge ensures an easy entrance to the
platform.

Remote control is available as
an optional extra.

Logiflex with platform lifting
trolley from ramp.

The Logitrans product range is
available in all RAL-colours.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX BOOM

LOGIFLEX BOOM

Boom
- when carrying reels

Technical Specifications
The boom can handle horizontal reels.

High flexibility and efficiency - the boom makes it
easy to carry reels in horizontal position.

The boom has a quick shift system and
is therefore easy and quick to fit on all
Logiflex models with adjustable carriage.

The boom with a quick shift system can readily be
fitted on all Logiflex models with an adjustable
carriage. Furthermore the boom can easily be
exchanged with one of the many Logitrans fork
options and optional extras.

The capacity depends on weight and
length of the reel. The load is to be
placed equally on the boom length.
The load centre of the reel has to be
placed behind the load wheel centre on
the legs (safety precaution).

A wide range of optional extras ensures an optimum
utilisation of the Logiflex - the same Logiflex can
be fitted with crane arm, platform, drum turner, reel
spindle and reel clamp.

Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance
costs.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

The lifting/lowering function of
the electric Logiflex models can
be operated by remote control
(optional extra).

Quick shift makes it easy to
replace the boom by other
optional extras or forks.

LF MINI, ELF,
SELF MINI,
SELF MAXI

Product (measured in mm)
Run-in lengths

LFS MINI, ELFS,
SELFS MINI,
SELFS MAXI

LF MINI, ELF,
SELF MINI,
SELF MAXI

LFS MINI, ELFS,
SELFS MINI,
SELFS MAXI

818

1106

1068

806

lx

Lifting height, boom

h3

Lowered height, boom
Length of boom

h13 + lifting height (Logiflex)

h13

170 (without load)

l

Diameter of boom

D

Capacity (kg)

When using a Logiflex without
straddle legs, the reel to be
handled has to be placed on
a pallet.

800

1150

40

50

70

40

50

70

330

650

1000

230

430

800

The Reel Rotator – an ideal alternative when lifting and
turning reels.

A straddle Logiflex handles reels from a stock to a lorry.

The boom in the packaging
industry.

Optional extras, e.g. platform,
reel spindle and drum turner.

The boom in a stock area.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX DRUM FORKS

LOGIFLEX DRUM FORKS

Drum forks
- when handling horizontal drums

Technical Specifications
The drum forks can lift and carry
horizontal drums.

High flexibility and efficiency - the drum forks make
it easy to carry horizontal drums or reels. Furthermore the drum forks can easily be exchanged with
one of the many fork options, offered by Logitrans.

Facts about the drum forks
l drum diameter with a drum fork
carriage of 810 mm: Minimum 100 mm
and maximum 1000 mm
l drum diameter with a drum fork
carriage of 690 mm: Minimum 100 mm
and maximum 750 mm

A wide range of optional extras for the quick shift
system ensures an optimum utilisation of the
Logiflex - the same Logiflex can be fitted with a
boom, crane arm, platform, drum turner or reel
rotator.

When using a Logiflex without
straddle legs, the drum to be
handled has to be placed on a
pallet or other suitable platform.

The lifting/lowering function of
the electric Logiflex models can
be operated by remote control
(optional extra).

Logitrans offers a wide range
of optional extras, e.g. boom,
platform, reel rotator and drum
turner.

The drum forks can handle different
types of drums, paper reels and barrels.
Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance
costs.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

With a width for the drum fork carriage of 690 mm, 7 fork spans
are possible (b5).
With a width for the drum fork carriage of 810 mm, 9 fork spans
are possible (b5).

Product (measured in mm)

The drum turner - an ideal alternative when lifting, turning
or emptying drums.

max. 250 kg

Fork length

l

600, 800, 1150

b3

690, 810

Maximum drum diameter

d

750 by a carriage of 690 and 1000 by a carriage of 810

Load centre

c

l/2

Width of drum fork carriage

The drum forks shown being used in the packaging
industry.

LF, LFS, ELF, ELFS, SELF, SELFS

Capacity

Drum forks when handling
barrels.

Drum forks are fitted on a special
drum fork carriage.

The drum forks are here shown
in the paint industry.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGIFLEX FORK STYLES

LOGIFLEX FORK STYLES

Wrap-over forks, bar forks and
chisel forks

Technical Specifications
Wrap-over forks: Light forks for
ordinary pallet handling.
Bar forks: Narrow forks for entry
widths, narrower than those on a Europallet.
Chisel forks: Thin forks for low heights
under the load to be raised.

High flexibility and efficiency - the different Logitrans
fork styles can easily carry and lift different pallets.
The forks can readily be fitted on all Logiflex models
with an adjustable carriage. The forks can easily be
exchanged with one of the many quick shift options,
offered by Logitrans.
A wide range of optional extras ensures optimum
utilisation of the Logiflex - the same Logiflex can be
fitted with the quick shift products from Logitrans,
such as boom, crane arm, platform, reel spindle,
reel clamp and drum turner.

a

The forks can be fitted on all
Logiflex models with and without
straddle legs.

Adjustable fork carriage for Logiflex stackers
without straddle legs:
a

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

b

a the quick shift system,
b
With
it is
easy and quick to carry through
exchange between forks and
optional extras.

Quick shift options: Crane arm,
boom, platform, reel spindle,
reel clamp and drum turner.

Adjustable fork carriage for Logiflex stackers
with straddle legs:

b

a

b

Product (measured in mm)

Fork carriage: 440 mm*

Fork style

Wrap-over

Bar

350-560

Size of wheel

Wrap-over

Bar

230-430

230-430

350-800

230-680

230-680

Ø85

Fork span

b5

Fork span - a

b5

Fork span - b

Fork carriage: 690 mm**
Chisel

Chisel

Ø85

b5

560

230-300

230-300

560

230-300

230-300

Lowered fork height - straddle legs

h13

85

85

60

65

65

40

Lowered fork height - a

h13

Lowered fork height - b

h13

Fork dimensions

85

85

60

90

65

40

163x61

100x60

100x35

163x61

100x60

100x35

Chisel

Wrap-over

Bar

Product (measured in mm)

Fork carriage: 810 mm***

Fork style

Wrap-over

Bar

Size of wheel

Fork carriage: 946 mm

Ø85

Chisel

Ø85

Fork span

b5

350-920

230-800

230-800

530-1050

420-930

420-930

Fork span - a

b5

876-920

750-800

750-800

876-1050

750-930

750-930

Fork span - b

b5

560

230-300

230-300

560

Lowered fork height - straddle legs

h13

65

65

40

65

65

40

Lowered fork height - a

h13

65

65

40

65

65

40

Lowered fork height - b

h13

90

65

40

163x61

100x60

100x35

163x61

100x60

100x35

Fork dimensions

*
Standard carriage for LF MINI and ELF with capacity 1000 kg and lifting height 920 and 1650 mm.
* * Standard carriage for Logiflex straddle stackers with wrap-over forks.
*** Standard carriage for Logiflex straddle stackers with bar and chisel forks.
Standard carriage for Logiflex stackers without straddle legs (but fork carriage 440 mm for LF MINI and ELF with capacity 1000 kg and lifting height 920 and 1650 mm).

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGITRANS HL / EHL

LOGITRANS HL / EHL

The highlifter
- quality at working height

Technical Specifications
Loads of 1,500 kg can be transported
and lifted up to 470 mm with the highlifter. From 470 mm the lifting capacity
is 1,000 kg.

The highlifter can transport and lift a pallet to the
right ergonomic working height, and is very gentle
to surroundings, pallets and goods. The highlifter
has an elegant design with rounded corners.

Optimum user-friendliness
l low own weight
l central location of all control buttons
l ergonomic handle

The design prevents industrial injuries and strain
on the user - focus is put on safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. As an example, the
ergonomically correct shape of the handle ensures
a relaxed hold for the user.

Long operating life and low maintenance
costs
l reliable cylinder construction
l strong construction
l use of quality materials

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Optimum stability
l low overall height
l fork length of 1200 mm
l supporting feet at steering wheel
l tandem wheels on scissors legs

The tandem wheels have a
brake effect and are not hostile
to the floor.

Ergonomic handle ensures
the user a relaxed hold.

Product (measured in mm)

HL 1006

Capacity in kg

EHL 1004

1500*

Lifting height
Fork length

800

800

800

500

600

800

800

800

l

700

900

1200 1520

2000

700

900

1200 1520

2000

h1

540
480, 540, 680

l2

540
540, 680

h4
h13

Fork width

e

Turning angle of the wheels
Gangway

Ast

2356

Lowering speed

1151 1351 1651 1971

1225
85

540, 680

451
2451

1195
90

163

85

90
163

230°

180°

1830 (pallet: 1200 x 800)

1890 (pallet: 1200 x 800)

Lifting speed with/without load
Lifting speed normal/quick

480, 540, 680

356

l1 1056 1256 1556 1876

Lowered height

1000

600

b5

Overall height with handle

1500*

500

Overall height

Overall length

1000

h3

Fork span
Length without forks

Level control (optional extra)
ensures a constant working
height.

0,05/0,08 m/s
10/35 mm per pump
Without load 0,093 m/s

Pump motor

With / without load: 0,07/0,05 m/s
0,9 kW 12 V

Weight with 1200 mm forks (no battery)

95 kg

104 kg

* The capacity changes from 1500 to 1000 kg at the lifting height 470 mm.

The manual highlifter needs very low power for the pump
function and has foot protection and neutral position.

Optional extras: remote control, level control, brake,
separate or built-in charger.

Can be marked with
name/department.

Available as manual, electric,
stainless and explosion proof.

Patented cylinder construction
gives low overall height.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LEVEL CONTROL

LEVEL CONTROL

Level control - automatically
maintains the working height

Technical Specifications
The working height is automatically
maintained - the forks raise when
unloading material and lower when
loading material.

A good and comfortable working height - with the
level control the height is automatically maintained
at an ergonomically correct working height.

Optimum safety for the user:
l A warning lamp flashes when the
forks are lifting/lowering
l Instant stop makes the lifting/lowering
function stop immediately
l The bottom stop ensures a clearance

The working position of the user is ergonomically
correct, and the improved working environment
helps prevent injuries and strain on the user.
The efficiency of the operator will be increased as a
consequence of the improved working conditions.

The level control can be placed
on either the left or right hand
side, and is easy to retrofit.

By means of the electric sensor,
the forks raise when unloading
material and lower when loading
material.

The truck also functions as
ordinary lifting truck.

Further advantages:
l Turnable photocell - can be adjusted
according to the location of the goods
l Adjustable detection range:
From 200 to 1200 mm
l The top stop protects the motor
l The buttons are covered by a
protective film

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

The level control is shown fitted on a fully powered Logiflex.
It can also be fitted on the electric highlifter and Logiflex range (without telescopic mast)

Product (measured in mm)
Lifting height activated level control

The height of the photocell can be adjusted. Highlifters:
between 490 - 970 mm. Logiflex: between 550 - 920 mm.

Can be fitted on the electric highlifter and Logiflex range
(also on stainless trucks).

Lowered height activated level control

For protection against crushing
injuries.

Highlifter

Logiflex

h3

800

900

h13

200

200

The user sets the level control to
raise or lower.

Control box has adjustable reaction time: from 1-25 sec.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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REMOTE CONTROL

REMOTE CONTROL

Control everything
from the side line

Technical Specifications
Logitrans offers different remote controls
- wireless and with cable.

Maximum flexibility and freedom of action are the
keywords, when controlling the lifting, lowering
and tilting functions by a remote control. Remote
controls are available for all electric trucks as an
optional extra - both wireless and with cable.

All remote controls are handy and userfriendly!
Wireless remote control
l Two models - RCW 1 and RCW 2
l Ignition degree IP67
l Operation area 3-5 meters

All functions can in this way be controlled from the
side line, and the user does not have to be placed
behind the handle. This gives the user full freedom
of action and opportunities for utilizing the high
flexibility of the trucks.

Sender for wireless remote control, RCW 1, for remote control
in two directions.

Sender for wireless remote control, RCW 2, for remote control
in four directions.

Cable remote control, RCC, for
remote control in two directions.

Remote control with spiral cable
l Length of spiral cable: c. 250 cm
l Can easily be placed on the truck with
magnet or hook (RF-SEMI)

A wide range of optional extras ensures an optimum
utilisation of the Logitrans trucks. For example - reel
spindle, boom, crane arm and drum turner can be
fitted on the same Logiflex which can then be used
for several special application jobs.

Remote control is only allowed with full view of the product!

On the Rotator the rotation is controlled by cable remote
control (standard). Wireless remote control is optional extra.

The remote control gives optimum flexibility and freedom of
action for the user.

Type

RCW 1 (wireless)

RCW 2 (wireless)

RCC (spiral cable)

The following functions can
be controlled by the remote
control

Lifting/lowering
or
rotation (right/left)
or
tilting
(forwards/backwards)

Lifting/lowering
and rotation (right/left)
or
lifting/lowering
and tilting
(forwards/backwards)

Lifting/lowering
or
rotation (right/left)
or
tilting
(forwards/backwards)

The cable remote control can
easily be placed on the truck.

Optional extra, e.g. platform and
crane arm is also available.

Receiver for wireless remote
control. To be placed on truck.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LOGITILT LT-TE / LT-TES

LOGITILT LT-TE / LT-TES

Logitilt
- when lifting and/or tilting

Technical Specifications
The Logilift can carry, lift and tilt crates
and boxes up to 90º, and the working
height can be varied.

The Logitilt is an efficient and ergonomic solution,
when transporting, lifting and/or tilting boxes and
crates.

The ergonomic handle can be turned to
the side and locked, so that the user has
free access to the contents of the crate
or box.

The design focuses on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. The ergonomic
correct handle ensures the user a relaxed hold.
The Logitilt can tilt boxes and crates up to 90º. The
user does not have to bend down or stretch up to
reach the components in the bottom of the crate or
box - this applies both to standing and sitting work
positions.

The Logitilt can be set to stop automatically in the same angle each time.
Optimum safety for the user through
l foot protectors
l parking brake
l safety valve
l emergency stop

The tilting degree can be set, so that the Logitilt
automatically stops in the same angle each time.

Strong construction ensures a long
operating life and low maintenance
costs.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

The straddle Logitilt can handle
many different pallet types, also
closed pallets.

Remote control for the tilt
function.

Product (measured in mm)

Perfect working position when
emptying boxes and crates
- sitting as well as standing.

LT 1001TE

Capacity in kg

LT 1001TES
1000

Height, tilted

ht

Lifting height

h3

Fork length

750-950
275

l

Overall height with handle

800/1150

h14

Overall height

h1

Overall width

b1

Fork span

b5

1055
680
780

166 + b4
560

Fork width

e

163

Overall length by 800 mm forks

l1

1425

Length without forks

l2

Run-in length

lx

Overall height

h4

Lowered height

590
712

735
ht + l

h13

85

c1

max. l/2

Load centre

c2

min. 200 - max. 420

Width between legs

b4

Load centre

850-942, 942-1124, 1124-1306

Pump motor

0,8 KW 12V

Lifting speed lift/tilt

4 s/14 s

Lowering speed lift/tilt

3 s/11 s

Weight by 800 mm forks (without battery)

The handle can be turned to the side, so that the user has
free access to the contents of the crate or box.

177 kg

251 kg

b1

b1

c2
90
°

h4

l1

lx

h14

b5

e

l
ht

c1
l2

lx

h1
h3
h13

b4

b5
LT 1001TE

LT 1001TES

The Logitilt being used in the component industry.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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PANTHER MINI / MAXI

PANTHER MINI / MAXI

Fully powered Panther pallet truck
- easy and smooth movement

Technical Specifications
The trucks are available in two models
l Mini - capacity of 1400 kg - recommended for light pallet transport
l Maxi - capacity of 1800 kg - recommended for heavy pallet transport

High flexibility and efficiency - Panther Mini and
Panther Maxi move many different pallets in very
confined areas both easily and quietly.
No damage to surroundings, pallets and goods
- Panther Mini and Panther Maxi have an elegant
design with rounded corners.

Optimum space utilisation
l length behind the forks of 450 mm
l tight turning angle of 210º
l narrower than the width of a
EUR pallet - it can operate in aisles
as narrow as a pallet width

The design puts focus on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. As an example, the
ergonomically correct handle ensures the user a
relaxed hold.

Further advantages
l AC-technology
l Easy service and setting of e.g. driving
speed, acceleration and deceleration
l Long operation time per charge
l Motor brake - optimum safety
l No brushes in the wheel motor
- reduced maintenance

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Possible to operate with handle
upright. Central location of all
control buttons.

Strong construction ensures
a long operating life and low
maintenance costs.

Product (measured in mm)

Panther Mini

Capacity

Panther Maxi

1400 kg

Lifting height

h3

Fork length

l

1800 kg
200

810, 915, 970, 1066, 1140, 1220, 1520
647

817

Overall height

h1

Overall width b5=520 / b5=680

b1

600/680

Fork span

b5

520, 680

Fork width

e

158

Length without forks

l2

450

Overall length

l1

450 + l

Overall height

h14

Lowered height

h13

85

c

l/2

Load centre
Wheel base (l=1140)
Gangway

Panther Mini (capacity 1400 kg) is recommended for easy
pallet transport, e.g. in super markets and in stock areas.

Easy access to all components
makes service of the truck
straightforward.

1296

y

1256

Ast

1890* (pallet: 1200 x 800)

Turning angle of the wheels

210º

Turning radius Wa (l=1140)

1410

Driving motor - speed control electronically variable

24 V 0,7 kW

Driving speed with/without load

5,2/5,5 km/h

24 V 1,2 kW
5/6 km/h

Pump motor

24V 1,2 kW

24V 1,2 kW

Lifting speed with/without load

35/50 mm/s

35/50 mm/s

Lowering speed with/without load

115/40 mm/s

115/40 mm/s

Gradient performance

10%

10%

Weight in kg with 1140 mm forks (without battery)

203

205

* Tests show that 1610 mm are enough.

Panther Maxi (capacity 1800 kg) is recommended for
heavy pallet transport, e.g. in the transport industry.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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PANTHER

PANTHER

Panther
- easy pallet transport

Technical Specifications
Panther is a strong and reliable pallet
truck, ensuring easy handling of many
different pallets.

Optimum working conditions for the user - ergonomically correct handle and special wheels ensure a
minimum starting power and correct handling of
even very heavy pallets - both when pulling and
pushing the truck.

Optimum manoeuvrability and space
utilisation through
l very short length behind the forks
l low truck weight and tight turning angle

No damage to surroundings, pallets and goods
- Panther has an elegant design with rounded
corners.

Long operating life and low maintenance
costs through
l strong construction
l tests with up to 46,000 lifts

The design prevents industrial injuries and strain
on the user - focus is put on safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. The ergonomically
correct shape of the handle ensures a relaxed hold
for the user.

Silent transport through
l minimum friction of all movable parts
l close tolerances
Stainless and explosion proof pallet
trucks are also available.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Ergonomic handle ensures the
user a relaxed hold. Can be
marked with name/department.

Product (measured in mm)

1671

Capacity in kg
Lifting height

The hoop skates on the forks
ensure an easy fork insertion
and withdrawal in/out of pallets.

1681

l

Overall height

h1

Fork span

b5

Length without forks

l2

Overall length

l1

Fork width

e

Wheelbase

y

Overall height

2500

600, 810, 970, 1140

600, 810, 915, 970, 1066, 1140,
1220, 1520, 1800, 2000, 2400*

Load centre

450

520, 680

600, 810, 915, 970,
1140, 1220, 1520
520, 680

335
l + 335
125

160
l + 25
1170

75 to 83

85 to 93

75 to 83

85 to 93

75 to 83

85 to 93

Ø75 x 68

Ø85 x 68

l/2

m2

h13 - 47

Turning angle of the wheels
Fork wheels - single

3081

h13 + 412

c

Ground clearance

3071
3000

h13 + 120

h14

Lowered height - adjustable h13

2581

1600
h3

Fork length

2571

The company name or logo can
be cut out in the triangle of the
Panther.

220°
Ø75 x 68

Ø85 x 68

Fork wheels - tandem

Ø75 x 90

Ø85 x 90

Ø75 x 68

Steering wheel

Ø85 x 68
Ø200 x 50

Weight

60 kg (450 x 1140)

63 kg (520 x 1140)

69 kg (520 x 1140)

* Reduced capacity 1500 kg

Adjustable fork height - no problems when handling low
and worn pallets.

ent
n
a
Per m k lift
quic

An easy handling of goods is ensured even in very
confined spaces.

Permanent quick lift.

Different wheel types, to suit the
needs of the user.

Panther is available with
different fork lengths.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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PANTHER SILENT

PANTHER SILENT

Silent pallet truck also manages
outdoor challenges...

Technical Specifications
Pallet truck, ensuring a silent and
smooth handling of many different
pallets - also for outdoor transport!

The specially designed wheels of Panther Silent
make outdoor operations possible - without
problems. Metallic chips, small stones and snow
do not stick to the wheels, and the wheels are not
blocked!

Optimum manoeuvrability - inside and
outside
l metallic chips, small stones,
snow etc. do not stick to the wheels
l very short length behind the forks
l low truck weight and tight turning angle
l optimum space utilisation in confined
areas

At the same time the special wheels ensure a
noiseless transport. The truck is therefore tailormade for every supermarket and every DIY store,
wanting to ensure their customers a quiet and
peaceful shopping atmosphere, whilst the
employees transport different goods! The silent
transport is also advantageous in buildings with
both shops and living quarters.

Tested to below 60 dBA
l special soft rubber wheels (both
steering and fork wheels)
l minimum friction of all movable parts
l close tolerances

The wheels are gentle to the fine floor and flagstone layer, which is often used in customer areas.
Panther Silent is therefore saving maintenance
costs due to wear and damage to flooring, such as
flagstones. Panther Silent is a very environmentfriendly pallet truck with a long operating life!

Long operating life and low maintenance costs through
l strong construction
l tests with up to 46,000 lifts

The special rubber wheels are
gentle to floor and flagstone
layer.

The hoop skates on the forks
ensure an easy fork insertion
and withdrawal in/out of pallets.

Product (measured in mm)

Name, logo or another text can
be cut out in the A-frame or a
special colour can be chosen.

PS2082

Capacity in kg

2000

Lifting height

h3

Fork length

l

h13 + 120
600, 810, 915, 970, 1066, 1140, 1220, 1520, 1800, 2000, 2400*

Overall height

h1

h13 + 412

Fork span

b5

520, 680

Length without forks

l2

335

Overall length

l1

l + 335

Fork width

e

160

Wheelbase

y

l + 25

Overall height

h14

1170

Lowered height - adjustable

h13

85 to 93

Load centre

c

Ground clearance

l/2

m2

h13 - 47

Turning angle of the wheels

220°

Fork wheels - twin

Ø85 x 88

Steering wheel

Ø200 x 50

Weight

62 kg (520 x 1140)

* Reduced capacity 1500 kg

Panther Silent in a supermarket, where comfort and wellbeing of the customer are vital.

Silent

Panther Silent also manages outdoor transport. Metallic
chips, small stones and snow do not get stuck to the wheels.

Ergonomic handle ensures the
user a relaxed hold.

With twin fork wheels it is very
easy to change direction.

Panther Silent has permanent
quick lift.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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WSP 2200

WSP 2200

Time-savings with weighing scale
pallet truck

Technical Specifications
WSP 2200 has a user-friendly display,
protected in a steel housing.

The weighing scale pallet truck, WSP 2200, can
transport and weigh goods in the same work
process. No need for spending time for extra
transport and loading! With the very high accuracy,
it is perfectly suited for weighing goods in storage
areas, for inspection of incoming goods and goods
to be shipped etc.

Facts about WSP 2200
l Can transport/weigh up to 2,200 kg
l Four strong weighing cells, IP68
l Weighing cell accuracy 99,95%
l Graduation: 1,0 kg
l Backlight display with clear figures
(30 mm)
l Tare function (gross and net weight)
l Counting and zero setting
l Summation of several weighings
l Up to 250 operational hours per
charge
l Battery indicator
l Lowering function controlled by
lowering valve
l High-pressure relief valve prevents
overload
l Lubricating nipples in the most
important movable parts

The weighing system has four strong weighing cells,
and a solid and very well protected display. The
display has logic and simple settings, and is very
user-friendly. It is centrally located, and reading can
be done quickly and simply.
The construction of the pallet truck is strong and
solid. It is very easy to operate and maintain.

WSP 2200 has tare, counting
and zero setting.

The turning angle of WSP 2200
is 210°, ensuring easy operations in confined areas.

Product (measured in mm)

WSP 2200

Capacity in kg

2200

Lifting height

h3

200

l

1150

Overall height

h1

590

Fork span

b5

560

Fork length

Length without forks

l2

415

Overall length

l1

1570

Fork width

e

171

Wheelbase

y

1200

Overall height

h14

1220

Lowered height

h13

92

m2

12

Load centre

l/2

Ground clearance
Turning angle of the wheels

210°

Fork wheels

Tandem polyurethane

Steering wheel

Ø200 rubber

Weight

99 kg

l

m₂

y

l₂

Sound or light indication, when reaching requested weight.

Accurate weighing results with
four built-in weighing cells.

e

h₁₃

h₃

c

h₁

210°

h₁₄
WSP 2200 transports and weighs goods in the same work
process.

Reliable leak-proof hydraulic
system.

Rubber covered handle ensures
a comfortable hold.

b₅

l₁

Solid, accurate and easy to use
all over the company.

Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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LogiQ

LogiQ

LogiQ - easy and smooth handling
of quarter pallets

Technical Specifications
The quarter pallet lifters can be used
for many kinds of quarter pallets (e.g.
display pallets) and are available in two
models:

The quarter pallet lifters, LogiQ 200 and LogiQ 300,
are indispensable partners, when transporting
quarter pallets in e.g. supermarkets, storage and
packing areas, and gas stations. Quarter pallets are
often used for the commonly used display pallets,
and LogiQ 200 and LogiQ 300 are therefore perfect
when transporting display pallets to the location of
display in the shop.

LogiQ 200
l lifting and moving quarter pallets
l the pallets are lifted from the floor
with only one handle stroke
LogiQ 300
l lifting quarter pallets to/from a EUR
pallet, and transporting of these
l hydraulic pump: Lifting the pallet from
the floor only requires a half pump
stroke. Only 5 pump strokes are
required to lift to the top

LogiQ 200 and LogiQ 300 are very manoeuvrable,
and can operate everywhere. The handles have
ergonomically correct gripping angles, ensuring the
user a relaxed hold. The wheels ensure a comfortable and noiseless transport - and are gentle to the
fine floor and flagstone layer in the customer areas.

Optimum user-friendliness and safety
l high manoeuvrability / low own weight
l CE-marking
l foot protection

LogiQ 200 is designed for lifting and moving quarter
pallets to the location of display. LogiQ 300 is
designed for lifting quarter pallets from/to a EUR
pallet and moving them to the requested location in
the shop.

LogiQ 300 has a hydraulic
pump, minimising the number of
pump strokes.

The ergonomically correct
gripping angles ensure the user
a relaxed grip.

Product (measured in mm)

LQHM 200

LQHM 300

200

300

h3

115

325

l

600

600

470

625

Capacity in kg
Lifting height

Parking brake on LogiQ 300.

Fork length
Chassis height without fork

h

Overall height

82

h1

Chassis span

b

Overall width

b1

455

505

Length without forks

l2

260

300

Overall length

l1

860

900

h13

85

85

e

205

200

1040

1170

22 kg

47 kg

Lowered height
Fork width
Fork thickness

182

s

Overall height with handle

45

h14

Weight

e
h14

s

h3

b1

h1
h

l

LogiQ 300 can handle the upper quarter pallet without
problems.

l2
l1

h13

b

h14

e
b1

h3

h1
l2

l

h13

l1

A quarter pallet is lifted from a EUR pallet with LogiQ 300
and can be moved to the location of display in the shop.

We also offer tailor-made solutions.
Please ask for further information or visit our website www.logitrans.com
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HS / HSS STAINLESS-SEMI

HS / HSS STAINLESS-SEMI

Stainless manual stacker
- hygienic handling of goods

Technical Specifications

Optimum hygiene - with the stainless stacker the
risk of bacterial contamination is minimised.

Optimum safety
l parking brake and transparent,
impact-resistant safety screen on
mast

The stainless products are developed for environments where severe hygiene is needed on the surfaces that are in direct contact with the goods being
handled, e.g. meat, fish or medicine.

Easy to clean and optimum resistance
l acid-resistant and electric polished
fork chassis (AISI 316L)
l closed forks

The design focuses on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. As an example, the
ergonomically correct handle ensures the user a
relaxed hold.

The ergonomically correct
handle ensures the user a
relaxed hold.

Product (measured in mm)

HS 1000 RF-SEMI

Capacity in kg
Lifting height
Fork length

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Overall height
Wheel span – external

h3
h1

Fork span

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1200

1400

1600

2050

2450

1170

1370

1570

2020

2420

1530

1730

1150
1530

1730

1730

1530

1730

913
560
390

Overall length by 1150 forks

l1

1650

h4

Without telescopic mast

h13

913
b4 + 225
350/800
435

1660
2490

1650
2890

Without telescopic mast

90

c

1930
654

654

l2

Load centre

1530

b1

b5

Width between legs

1150

1930

Length without forks
Overall height

HSS 1000 RF-SEMI

1000

b1-1
b1

The stainless stacker with
straddle legs can handle many
different pallet types, also
closed pallets.

1000
l

Overall width

Lowered height

Closed forks mean easy cleaning and few hiding places for
bacteria.

2490

max. 600

max. 600

b4

435-1250 not adjustable

Fork width

e

163

163

Run-in length

lx

1005

1005

Ast

2020*

Gangway (pallet: 1200 x 800)
Free lift

2215
190

h2

Turning angle of the wheels
Lifting speed

190

180°

180°

normal/quick 17/54 mm per pump

normal/quick 17/54 mm per pump

Lowering speed irrespective of load
Weight in kg

2890

65

0,21 m/s
193

197

0,21 m/s

201

255

264

* Tests show that 1450 mm are enough.

HS RF-SEMI / HSS RF-SEMI

HS RF-SEMI

HSS RF-SEMI

Also available with electric lifting or as explosion proof
(manual model).

Please ask for specification details or visit our website www.logitrans.com
We also offer tailor-made solutions.
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EHS / EHSS STAINLESS-SEMI

EHS / EHSS STAINLESS-SEMI

Stainless electric stacker
- hygienic handling of goods

Technical Specifications

Optimum hygiene - with the stainless stacker the
risk of bacterial contamination is minimised.

Optimum safety
l parking brake and transparent,
impact-resistant safety screen on
mast

The stainless products are developed for environments where severe hygiene is needed on the surfaces that are in direct contact with the goods being
handled, e.g. meat, fish or medicine.

Easy to clean and optimum resistance
l acid-resistant and electric polished
fork chassis (AISI 316L)
l closed forks

The design focuses on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. As an example, the
ergonomically correct handle ensures the user a
relaxed hold.

The ergonomically correct
handle ensures the user a
relaxed hold.

Product (measured in mm)

The stainless stacker with
straddle legs can handle many
different pallet types, also
closed pallets.

EHS RF-SEMI

Capacity in kg
Lifting height

h3

Fork length

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Closed forks mean easy cleaning and few hiding places for
bacteria.

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1000

1200

1400

1600

2050

2450

2850

1170

1370

1570

2020

2420

2820

1530

1730

1930

1530

1730

1930

1530

1730

1930

1530

1730

1930

l

Overall height

h1

Wheel span – external

1150

b1-1

Overall width

b1

Fork span

930
560

l2

500

Overall length by 1150 forks

l1

1715

h4

Without telescopic mast

Load centre

350/800
550
2490

1815

2890

3290

Without telescopic mast

90

c

930

b4 + 225

1725

h13

Width between legs

670

670

b5

Lowered height

1150

b1

Length without forks
Overall height

EHSS RF-SEMI

1000

2490

max. 600

435-1250 not adjustable

Fork width

e

163

163

Run-in length

lx

1005

1005

2200*

Ast

Free lift

2435
190

h2

Turning angle of the wheels

190

180°

180°

Pump motor

1,1 kW 12 V

1,1 kW 12 V

Lifting speed

with/without load: 0,07 m/s

with/without load: 0,07 m/s

Lowering speed irrespective of load

0,08 m/s

Weight in kg (without battery)

3290

max. 600

b4

Gangway (pallet: 1200 x 800)

2890

65

218

222

226

0,08 m/s

283

292

302

* Tests show that 1530 mm are enough.

EHS RF-SEMI / EHSS RF-SEMI

l
F

h₃ h₁₃
lₓ
l₁

l₂

b₅

l

h₁ h₄

c

EHS RF-SEMI

h₁ h₄

c

e

b₁

EHSS RF-SEMI

e

h₃ h₁₃ h₂

b₄ b₅

lₓ
l₁

b₅

b₁₋₁ b₁

l₂

Also available with manual lifting or as explosion proof
(manual model).

Please ask for specification details or visit our website www.logitrans.com
We also offer tailor-made solutions.
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HL / EHL RF-PLUS / RF-SEMI

HL / EHL RF-PLUS / RF-SEMI

Stainless highlifter
- hygiene at working height

Technical Specifications
Loads of 1,500 kg can be transported
and lifted up to 470 mm with the highlifter. From 470 mm the lifting capacity
is 1,000 kg.

Focus on optimum hygiene - the stainless highlifters
are developed for the use in environments with high
hygiene demands. This is done in close cooperation
with customers in industries where the trucks are
exposed to an aggressive environment and thorough
cleaning. With a stainless highlifter the risk of
bacterial contamination is minimised.

Easy to clean and optimum resistance
l acid-resistant and electric polished
fork chassis (AISI 316L)
HL RF-PLUS: Stainless handle, legs
and pump piston.

High flexibility and efficiency - one product can
transport and lift a pallet to the right working height.

EHL RF-PLUS: IP54, stainless battery
cover, legs, handle and cylinder
housing.

The design prevents industrial injuries and strain on
the user - focus is put on safety and ergonomics.

HL RF-SEMI: Stainless handle, pump
piston, axles and wheel holder. All other
parts have a polymer plastic coating or
are chromit-treated.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

EHL RF-SEMI: Stainless handle, axles
and wheel holder. All other parts have a
polymer plastic coating or are chromittreated. Battery indicator extra painted.

Optimum safety through supporting feet at steering wheel, foot
protection and central location of
all control buttons on the handle.

Closed forks mean easy cleaning and few hiding places for
bacteria.

Product (measured in mm)
Capacity in kg
Lifting height
Fork length

The manual highlifter is also
available in an explosion proof
version.

HL 1004RF-PLUS
HL 1004RF-SEMI

EHL 1004RF-PLUS
EHL 1004RF-SEMI

1500*

1500*

h3

800

800

l

1200

1200

Overall height

h1

540

540

Fork span

b5

540, 680

540, 680

Length without forks

l2

340

445

Overall length

l1

1580

1645
1240

Overall height with handle
Lowered height
Fork width

h4

1220

h13

90

90

e

163

163

Turning angle of the wheels
Gangway

Ast

210°

180°

1830 (pallet: 1200 x 800)

1890 (pallet: 1200 x 800)

Lifting speed with/without load

0,05/0,08 m/s

Lowering speed normal/quick

10/35 mm per pump

Lowering speed

Without load 0,093 m/s

Pump motor

With / without load: 0,07/0,05 m/s
1,2 kW 12 V

Weight with 1140 mm forks (without battery)

125 kg

132 kg

* The capacity changes from 1500 to 1000 kg at the lifting height 470 mm.

RF-PLUS - for the food industry and the pharmaceutical
industry with severe demands for hygiene and cleaning.

RF-SEMI - for the food industry in areas, where hygiene demands are not so high, but corrosion resistance important.

Ergonomic handle ensures the
user a relaxed hold.

Remote control, also wireless, is
available as optional extra (EHL).

Watertight casing of the lifting
motor (EHL RF-PLUS).

Please ask for specification details or visit our website www.logitrans.com.
We also offer tailor-made solutions.
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LOGITILT LT-TE STAINLESS-SEMI

LOGITILT LT-TE STAINLESS-SEMI

Stainless Logitilt - when lifting
and tilting hygienically

Technical Specifications
The Logitilt can carry, lift and tilt crates
and boxes up to 90º, and the working
height can be varied.

Optimum hygiene - with the stainless Logitilt the risk
of bacterial contamination is minimised.

The tilting degree can be set, so that the
Logitilt automatically stops in the same
angle each time.

The products are developed for environments
where severe hygiene is needed on the surfaces
that are in direct contact with the goods being
handled, e.g. meat, fish or medicine.

Easy to clean and optimum resistance
l acid-resistant and electric polished
fork chassis
l strong surface
l corrosion resistant
l IP44

The design focuses on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user - the Logitilt can tilt
boxes and crates up to 90º. The user does not have
to bend down or stretch up to reach the components
in the bottom of the crate or box - this applies to both
standing and sitting work positions.

Remote control for the tilt
function.

Product (measured in mm)

The tilting degree can be set, so that the Logitilt
automatically stops in the same angle each time.
High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

The handle can be turned to the
side and locked, so that the user
has free access to the contents
of the crate or box.

LT 1001TE RF-SEMI

Capacity in kg

1000

Height, tilted

ht

750-950

Lifting height

h3

275

Fork length

Long operating life and low maintenance
costs
l strong construction
l AISI316L steel used on the fork
chassis

Closed forks mean easy cleaning and few hiding places for
bacteria.

l

800

h14

1090

Overall height

h1

680

Overall width

b1

780

Fork span

b5

560

Fork width

e

163

Overall length by 800 mm forks

l1

1410

Length without forks

l2

590

Run-in length

lx

665

Overall height

h4

ht + l

Overall height with handle

Lowered height

h13

85

Load centre

c1

max. l/2

Load centre

c2

min. 200 - max. 420

Pump motor

0,8 KW 12V

Lifting speed lift/tilt

4 s/14 s

Lowering speed lift/tilt

3 s/11 s

Weight by 800 mm forks (without battery)

173 kg

For the food industry in which hygiene and ergonomically
correct working positions are important factors.

Foot protectors, parking brake, safety valve and emergency stop offer the operator optimum safety.

Please ask for specification details or visit our website www.logitrans.com.
We also offer tailor-made solutions.
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PANTHER INOX PLUS / PANTHER INOX

PANTHER INOX PLUS / PANTHER INOX

Stainless pallet truck
- hygienic pallet transport


Målskitser

Technical Specifications
The stainless pallet truck is available in
two models:
l Inox Plus: Acid-resistant fork chassis.
All other parts stainless steel
l Inox: Acid-resistant fork chassis.
Stainless handle, wheel forks, lifting
arm and thrust plate. The push rod
has a polymer plastic coating and
the pump is chromit-treated.

Optimum hygiene - with a stainless pallet truck the
risk of bacterial contamination is minimised. The
stainless products were developed in cooperation
with a Creamery for use in environments where the
hygiene demands are severe and where the truck
is exposed to an aggressive environment and
thorough cleaning.

The lowered height can be
adjusted .

Completely open or completely
closed truck elements facilitate
efficient cleaning.
    

Easy to clean and optimum resistance
l acid-resistant and electric polished
fork chassis
l strong surface
l corrosion resistant

No damage to surroundings, pallets and goods
- Panther Inox Plus and Panther Inox have elegant
design with rounded corners.
The design prevents industrial injuries and strain
on the user - focus is put on safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user. The ergonomically
correct shape of the handle ensures a relaxed hold
for the user.

Long operating life and low maintenance
costs
l strong construction
l AISI316L steel used on the fork
chassis
l many options for lubricating

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Panther Inox Plus is also
available in an explosion proof
version.

   

    





Panther Inox Plus
PIP2072

Product (measured
  in
 mm)
  

Panther Inox Plus
  PIP2082


Capacity in kg       

  

Lifting height        
h3

       
    
h  
+ 120

Fork length

2000

13

   
 

810, 915,
970,
1140,
1220,1520

      
l


h

Overall height       
h1
Fork span

13 + 412

520,


          
b

5

     
Length without forks
l2

680

  335

Overall length        
l1

  l+335

Fork width

e
      

  160

Wheelbase

y
    

l+25
  

Overall height    
h14 
Lowered height      
h13
Load centre

c
         

Ground clearance
       

m2

Turning angle of the wheels

         

Fork wheels - single

  1170


75 to 83

85


85 to 93

l/2

    

    

h13 - 51

    

220°
Ø80 x 90

    

     

Fork wheels - tandem

Ø80 x 70

   

        

Steering wheel
Weight

to 93

    

Ø70 x 90

   

Ø200 x 50

69 kg (520 x 1140), 75 kg (680 x 1140)

e

b₅

h₁₄

l

l₁


Ergonomic handle ensures the
user a relaxed hold.

h₁₃

h₃

m₂

h₁

c

l₂

Inox - for the food industry in areas, where hygiene demands are not so high, but corrosion resistance important.

Ø80 x 90
Ø80 x 70

                   

  

y
Inox Plus - for the food industry and the pharmaceutical
industry with strict hygiene and sanitation requirements.

Panther Inox
PI2082

S.no: S1015
Ver: 1 Date: 11102016
The pallet truck being used in
the pharmaceutical industry.

Wheels with rubber-sealed
bearings.

Please ask for specification details or visit our website www.logitrans.com
We also offer tailor-made solutions.
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TRUCKS FOR EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES

TRUCKS FOR EXPLOSIVE ATMOSPHERES

Trucks for explosive atmospheres

Technical Specifications

Dangerous explosive atmosphere - the explosion
proof pallet trucks, highlifters and stackers are
developed for areas, in which an explosive atmosphere is generated occasionally due to different
gases or dust.

The pallet trucks, highlifters and
stackers in a special version are
approved for operations in explosive
atmospheres.
The trucks are manufactured in
conformance with the ATEX directive
no. 2014/34/EC and relevant standards.
The manual trucks, used in explosive
atmosphere, have to fulfil the ATEXdirective.

The design focuses on the safety and ergonomic
working conditions of the user - the ergonomically
correct shape of the handle ensures a relaxed hold
for the user.

Ergonomic handle ensures the
user a relaxed hold.

The trucks have two vulkollan
anti-static wheels in order to
conduct away static electricity.

The trucks are categorised in equipment
group II and are suitable for areas classified as zone 1/zone 21 (do also cover
zone 2/zone 22). This means areas,
in which an explosive atmosphere is
generated occasionally due to different
gases or dust.

High quality is ensured through an extended test
programme and in cooperation with experts in
Health and Safety.

Strong construction ensures
a long operating life and low
maintenance costs.

Zone 21

Zone 22

The sketch shows an example of a zone.
Gas: Zone 0, 1 and 2.
Dust: Zone 20, 21 and 22.

The explosion proved construction is characterised by the following product mark:

The standard trucks are manual and made of stainless
steel.

II 2G Ex h IIB T6 Gb
II 2D EX h IIIB T85°C Db

The explosion proof trucks are suitable for the pharmaceutical, chemical, oil, gas and paint industry.

Please ask for specification details or visit our website www.logitrans.com
We also offer tailor-made solutions.
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IMPORTADOR E DISTRIBUIDOR:

RUA DE OLIVEIRA E SÁ, Nº 116
ZONA INDUST. MAIA I - 4475-263 MAIA
TEL. 22 947 97 64 • E-MAIL: comercial@equipleva.pt
www.equipleva.pt

www.logitrans.com
www.

